
Take a look at this stunning 2 bed, second floor
apartment situated in Lancaster City Center. This stylish
home boasts 2 double bedrooms, 3 piece bathroom and
spacious open plan kitchen/lounge. Book your viewing
now.

£139,000
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Flat 6, Number 16 Fenton Street
City Centre, Lancaster, Lancashire, LA1 1TE



A brief description
If you are looking for a stylish 2 bed city
centre apartment, then this could be just
what you are looking for. Boasting a
fantastic prime location with your own
private parking space, two great sized
bedrooms and an enviable open plan
living space. 

Neutral decoration flows throughout and
a real sense of natural light is evident
within this property. With the city center
and train station minutes away - it really
is the perfect apartment.

Key Features
• City centre apartment

• 2 double bedrooms

• Stylish open plan living space

• Electric heating throughout

• 3 piece bathroom

• Juliet balcony in living area

• Spacious kitchen

• Secure private parking

• Close to train station

Where is Fenton Court
Fenton Court has an excellent location in the heart of the city. Ideally positioned, it is
within walking distance of both the city centre with its shopping and cultural
entertainment and the canal which provides pleasing countryside walks. 

Its favourable position also allows for easy access out of the city to the motorways but
it also very convenient for commuters with the train and bus stations being a only a
short walk away.

Step inside
6 Fenton Court is securely tucked away behind electronic gates just off Fenton Street
itself. After making your way through the gates, wander through the private car park
which houses your very own private space, and turn immediately left toward the
communal entrance. This particular apartment is on the 2nd floor. accessed via the
wide and spacious communal staircase. Make your way in through your apartment
door in to the central hallway, allowing access to all rooms available within.
Laminate flooring is laid and neutral decoration is present throughout.
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The living area & kitchen
Undeniably the 'hub' of this apartment is the spacious kitchen/living area. The
kitchen itself is a great size offering plenty of worktop preparation surfaces,
modern, stylish storage units and cupboards plus benefiting from a tall integrated
fridge/freezer and modern electric oven/hob. Additionally there is an integrated
washing machine, cleverly hidden away behind one of the cupboard fronts. The
washing machine is brand new and still under manufacturer’s warranty. Splash
back tiles surround the kitchen surfaces and laminate flooring finishes this
impressive kitchen area.

Seamlessly flowing into the living area of the apartment, there is plenty of open
space for furniture and even a dining table. French doors overlooking the
communal courtyard open up to a Juliet balcony, allowing plenty of fresh air and
natural light to flow into the main living area.. Neutrally decorated with soft tones
means a relaxing atmosphere is achieved.

The bedrooms & bathroom
Benefiting from two double bedrooms, this apartment offers plenty of sleeping
space. Both rooms are neutrally decorated and have a bright and airy feel due in
fact to the rear facing windows allowing plenty of natural light in. Furniture space
certainly isn't an issue, with both rooms giving the option of double beds and
bedroom furniture to suit. Accessed from the central hallway within this apartment
and neighbouring each other, buyers will be pleased with the sleeping
accommodation within this great property.

The 3 piece bathroom has been neutrally decorated and part tiled for ease of
cleaning and maintenance. An electric shower sits over the bath and the room is
complemented with an electric towel rail. The frosted window within allows both
privacy and natural light.

Secure private parking
Another absolute bonus to this City center apartment is the addition of your very
own secure private parking space. Being so close to the town center and also
offering private parking is a real advantage I'm sure you'll agree.

Extra Information
- Electric heating throughout
- Council Tax band B
- Management fees - £175 per quarter 
- Ground rent - £100 pa
- 999 year lease from 2006
- EPC - C
- Secure private parking space.

Office: 01524 843322

What we like
It has to be the wonderful, large open
plan kitchen/lounge area. A real social
hub, perfect for entertaining. It also has
to be the secure and private parking, a
real bonus for a city center apartment.
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